Marketing &
Communications
Telling your code’s/club’s story

OVERVIEW
How do potential players, fans, supporters, sponsors hear about your
code/club and its activities?

In an increasingly busy world, codes and clubs need to be competitive
on and off the field. It’s about being relevant in your respective
communities. To do this, it’s important to understand the needs of
existing and potential participants/members, know what your offering
is and effectively communicate it using appropriate channels.
The purpose of this generic marketing and communications toolkit is
to provide information and templates that will assist codes and clubs in
developing and communicating their key messages to targeted
audiences in an effective manner.
It is available for codes/clubs to tailor and implement as they see fit to
ensure positive and manageable engagement.
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01.

WHAT IS MARKETING?
WHAT is COMMUNICATIONS?
AND what is THE DIFFERENCE?
In the world of sport and recreation, marketing is the ability to talk
about what makes your code/club unique and appealing to a target
market or audience. It shapes who you are as a brand, differentiates
what you do from others, and helps to deliver your unique value in a
compelling way.
Some of the more popular and effective marketing methods include:
websites, brochures, posters, promotions, advertising and event
sponsorship.
Communications uses this information, as well as other material, to
create relevant messages using targeted methods for different
audiences. It is more of a two-way engagement, with examples
including: editorial coverage in the media, social media, internal
communications and engaging with stakeholders through
communications such as newsletters.
To maximise opportunities, marketing and communications activities
should be complementary – they should work together to get the best
results. They also require the same things that you give your sport –
time, commitment and energy.
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02.

START WITH A PLAN
For the purpose of this toolkit, it is recommended to combine
marketing and communications in one plan. A well thought out and
carefully developed communications and marketing plan acts like a
road map, showing the best routes to get to your destination.

Planning a plan

Before getting underway here are some tips to help with your
planning;

1. Be realistic

Think carefully about your objectives, approach and resourcing. Some
strategies can be costly to implement and may not hit the mark.

2. Talk to your members

Current members are a great group to tap into and shouldn’t be
forgotten! Discuss with them what sets your code/club apart, what it
offers that is different, and the benefits, and what they would like to
hear. This information can help form your key messages and are
generally the aspects that attract new members and make people feel
good about joining.

3. Keep it flexible

An effective plan is flexible, allowing it to adapt to changing audiences,
messages and activities.
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03.

04.

A communications and marketing plan for a code/club would contain basic elements including:

Objectives

Have you asked yourself this question? A code’s/club’s target market generally involves anyone who
does or can have any affiliation with that code/club. This includes: players, coaches, volunteers,
supporters, past players, prospective members, people who live near your clubhouse/facility/
organisation, people who would have a say in the fate of your club/organisation/facility, local media,
local schools, local authorities and sports partnerships – such as other organisations working closely
with your organisation.

Situation analysis

Where to start?

your Plan’s Key ingredients
These should be specific, measurable and achievable, for example: Increase membership, develop
junior player numbers, increase overall participation and community involvement, increase enjoyment,
raise funds, maintain loyalty or develop new programmes.

A SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) is helpful tool to understand your
code’s/club’s current situation. A key aspect to consider at this point is the ever-changing
demographics of the local population.

Who do you want to talk to?

There are a couple of aspects to keep in mind when identifying your key audiences:

Different strokes for different folks

To help with your SWOT anaylsis think strength and weaknesses are internal factors to your code/
club while opportunity and threats are external factors.

Everyone will have a different reason for being involved with your code/club. Put yourself in their
shoes and ask people! Understand what it is they want from you, what expectations or issues they
have that can impact the relationship.

Strategies

People for the purpose

Timings

Your best ambassadors

These are the tools/activities to focus efforts on the objectives. It essentially asks how you intend
going about it. It’s important to think about how the people you want to reach find out information –
do they read, listen to the radio, use social media?

Consider the timings, deadlines and key dates that need to be noted.

Budget

Ensure there is a realistic budget within your code’s/club’s capabilities. It may be wise to focus on
low-cost or no-cost strategies initially.

Evaluation

We love results in sport! Make sure you evaluate strategies to ensure they’re meeting your objectives,
for example enewsletter subscribers, social media engagement and media coverage. Some aspects
may be easier to evaluate than others.

Resources

If you’d like more information on how to develop a simple marketing and communications plan, please
refer to the communications and marketing template plan included in this toolkit.
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Your target audience may change depending upon the objective you are aiming to achieve through
your marketing and communications efforts, and based on specific communication tools you are
using, for example you may decide to put together a brochure to reach potential new members. It’s
important to consider using different methods to target different groups of people.

A valuable audience are your own members! There are a number of ways you can capture their
thoughts. One approach is to ask each member to fill in a questionnaire – a simple paper survey is
fine, or if you have members’ email addresses you can use free online tools such as surveymonkey.
You could also hold face-to-face group meetings (called focus groups) with members and if
appropriate other members of the community (for example local schools and community groups) to
find out what sort of programmes, activities and information they want.
Please note, if you are using questionnaires, you must be aware of the Privacy Act. For instance,
under the Act you are not permitted to give out personal information (including name and address) to
anyone else, including sponsors, without the consent of that member. Information should be loaded
on to a database and updated regularly to ensure you have accurate details for your members. It is
important to be working with quality information.

The public profile

All code participants/club members need to understand that the public image is an integral part of
promoting your code/club. For this reason, it is important for everyone to understand that the public
will be listening to and observing the attitudes of those involved in your code/club in all
interactions. This is where a code of conduct for your organisation is important.
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05.

Questions to consider

As you work through the process of developing your message house consider the following
questions:

WHAT ARE YOUR MESSAGES?
Key messages are a vital part of marketing and communications. They change depending on time,
context and audience; however, it is helpful to have a template to work to.

Clear messages = clear communication

Messages help focus communication. This is important as messages need to be communicated
multiple times for people to take them on board. Given this, messages should be clear, concise and
consistent:

Clear

1. What are the most important things for people to understand?
2. What are you aiming to achieve?
3. What projects, initiatives and/or events are a focus?

Review and consider

As circumstances change you may need to update your messages, however it is important to ensure
new messages still reinforce your overarching narrative.
Messages can also be tweaked depending on the audience; for example, if you are talking publicly or
to a room of experts in a private setting. The latter group may expect more evidence and technical
arguments. Regardless, messages should still support the overall position.
Linked together, key messages can build a complete story and can be used together or individually
across communication channels.

Make sure key messages are free of jargon, devoid of technical language, and relevant. It is important
to also be careful with numbers – they’re a great measure but too many can overload audiences.

Concise

Practice to make sure you can deliver a key message in under 10 seconds. That might be all the
airtime you get! By being concise you have more control over the message your audience hears.
Delivering a long rambling answer can hand control to others as they may pick the words they think
are most interesting, which may not be your core message. By saying less, you have more control.

Consistent

Repetition is critical, and messages must be repeated numerous times if they are to sink in.

BUILDing the HOUSE
Message houses are a simple yet effective tool for
helping keep messages focused across different
channels. Three reasons to use this simple
approach: structure, brevity and practicality.

Umbrella Statement

Core
Message
#1

Core
Message
#2

Core
Message
#3

Evidence, proof points, support

The umbrella statement represents the key m.essages you would like to convey. These are supported by core messages that form the umbrella
statement. The ‘foundation’ provides the facts,
evidence, proof points or arguements that support
the messages.
This process works best when a team develops
the message house. Messages that are developed
can be used in many formats, helping maintain
consistency.
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06.

MArketing:
Traditional & Digital
There are a range of marketing options available to your code/club. It’s a good idea to refer to your
key messages and spend time exploring the benefits and limitations of the various marketing options
before deciding the best ways to reach your target audiences.

Getting started

These ideas are helpful to consider when thinking about your marketing options:
• Identify your audience
• Understand what you want your marketing to achieve
• Determine what you can do on your budget and get approval where
appropriate
• Remember, you can’t please all the people all the time!
• Consider the seasonal nature of your code/club and what may
maintain interest outside the core season
• Keep the look of your communications consistent, consider if your
communications need to be in different languages and if you have an
online presence, keep it up to date
Check in regularly to make sure resources aren’t being used on something that isn’t working – it’s all
about evaluation. If you’re not getting results, consider other options.
It’s also important to consider previous experience, for example what your code/club has done
previously; its success or otherwise; the budget for activities; and the time and skills required.

Putting a plan in place

There are key aspects and questions to consider when drafting the marketing elements of a plan:

What

Who

When

How

• What are you trying to achieve with your marketing?
• What is your budget?
• When should you be marketing?
• How much and how often?

• Who are you targeting?
• Who is going to do it from your club?
• How are you going to market your club?
• What mediums will you use?

There are no right or wrong answers to these questions – it’s all based on your organisation and what
you’re looking to achieve. In many cases, covering these elements will be sufficient for a simple
marketing and communications plan.

Marketing options

In the past, many sport and recreation clubs and organisations have focused on using traditional
marketing techniques, such as ads in local newspapers or sending out leaflets and flyers. Today, there
is a much greater focus on digital marketing, including using the internet to spread the word, social
networks, mobile apps or websites. In many cases, a mix of traditional and digital marketing can be
most effective:

Logo and signage

It sounds obvious but ensure your logo is on your letterhead, signage and other marketing tools
(including online). It should also be used at registration days, presentation days,
competitions, promotional events and on any paid advertising.

Enewsletters

The ever-popular electronic newsletter can help advertise your code/club, promote events, send
competition updates and share general news. To be most effective, such communications should
be concise, regular and available online. It’s also valuable to consider how people can subscribe to
enewsletters – suggestions include via the website, social media, and signing up at events and/or
through competitions.

Websites

This is a simple and powerful way to let people know what your code/club can offer, as well as
provide regular updates, a calendar of events and meetings, membership information and contact
details. It’s important to keep it updated, interesting and feature plenty of pictures. It’s also a good
idea to link to related sites where appropriate.

Sponsorship

This is a great way to raise revenue and the profile of your code/club and of the organisation that is
sponsoring you.

Posters, brochures, flyers

This collateral can be used to outline services, events, competitions, fees and contact information.
There are also various places that can be used to distribute this material including local community
notice boards, supermarkets, libraries, recreation centres and schools.
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07.

Media: print, radio, tv,
online and more

Making the connection

Looking to connect with the media? These tips may assist:

Slow and steady

Good relationships with media build up over time, and usually start at a local level.

Be patient

Every day, reporters get hundreds of e-mails, dozens of phone calls, and stacks of ‘high-priority’
overnight packages - almost all of them are ignored as journalists are simply too busy to respond to,
much less look at all the incoming pitches they receive.

Get personal

Media relations is potentially the most cost-effective means of promoting your code/club and its
activities. If it’s handled poorly, it can be damaging, however generally a well-considered proactive
communications effort can be beneficial for your code/club.

A personal visit to the editor, chief reporter (of a paper) or news editor (of a radio station) for a
briefing can start things well. The best step is to make an appointment and go with something (but
not a huge amount!) to leave behind; this may include a club/organisation profile, summary of points
on an issue, a brochure and/or calendar of key events/games.

The media is our interface with a range of audiences – and with today’s media networks and the
speed at which information can travel, a story and/or issue has the potential to be far wider reaching
than ever before.

Build an understanding

From a sport and recreation perspective, media engagement can significantly raise your code’s/club’s
profile, help with fundraising efforts and advertise activities and events.

What makes news?

You may think what makes news is straightforward – here are some ideas to keep in mind:

Keeping it local

Local media are interested in local news, or news with a local aspect, because it may increase their
listening audience or readership, and therefore their advertising influence - it’s worth noting that the
news media generally survive financially on advertising. Local media includes publications like the
North Shore Times, Eastern Courier, Western Leader and The Aucklander.

Ask about deadlines for news and copy, the usual length of a story and types of photos that the
media can use, and the names of the reporters on relevant ‘rounds’ - in other words get to know how
they run their business.

The local connection

If you’re speaking to a local group or having a local event, send a media release or even an email to let
local media know. You can always follow up with photos and a short brief.

Be there

Where appropriate, be accessible to the media and answer questions directly (i.e. talk in ‘sound bites’)
– if journalists know you’re accessible and a good interview, they’ll tend to call you rather than testing
out an unknown source when they’re on a tight deadline.

The value of advertising

Some media regard placing an ad and offering a story more positively.

What makes news

Journalists are not interested in reporting on events/stories that are too commercial. Furthermore,
what you consider to be news, a journalist may not.

The difference between editorial coverage and advertising

What journalists write is called ‘editorial coverage’ – you have no control over the content of editorial
coverage. Advertising is space that you pay for and you control the message.

Letters to the editor

This is an effective and simple way to engage the media and community if the topic is relevant to
your code/club.
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Top Tips For
talking to the media
Know your message and
know your audience.

Keep your introduction (first
paragraph) in the present or
future tense, not past tense.

Keep it short – 400-500
words is ideal, especially if
you are also including on
social media.

Get the important information
in early; people tend to
skim-read a lot so don’t bury
the good stuff at the bottom.

Make sure headlines are
punchy and not too long.

Find a unique angle – think
outside the square when
telling your story; is there a
better way I can showcase
this?

Don’t be afraid to highlight
good news – if you don’t tell
the story, maybe no one will!

Make sure spelling is correct,
particularly names.

Use quotes if they add
something to the article – it
may be a statement from a
coach or player.

A picture paints a thousand
words so make sure pictures
are high resolution and fit
with the story – you may
also want to consider a
photo opportunity; that is,
to get media to your facility/
club to take pictures. It is
worth noting that ‘action’
shots are preferable over
‘posed’ shots.

08.

Social media:
the online world

Social media
code of conduct

It’s easy to set up a Facebook page however there is more to it than that!
Social media is a commitment and takes time to build a following. It can add a more informal, personal
touch to your communications and marketing and create a strong online community. Generally
speaking, social media is accessible, quick, cost-effective and user friendly – before setting up
accounts with every social media platform available, have a think about what options are right for
your code/club.

Setting the stage

There are some important questions to consider before building your social media profile:

1. Think of you

No one wants to be seen as a bad person. It is easy to find one another on
social media and this is becoming increasingly easier as time goes on. You
don’t want what you post on social media in a personal capacity to come
back and bite you in a professional capacity. Posting online is essentially
chiseling into stone – even if you edit or delete the post.

1. How does your code/club want to use social media and what do you want to achieve?
2. What social media platforms (such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and LinkedIn) are
most popular with your target audiences (for example members, players, parents, sponsors)? They
may be different for different membership categories.
3. Who will administer your social media profile? It may be helpful to have an agreed number of
people dedicated as ‘admin’ on a page to share the load – it’s imperative these people following
the agreed code of conduct and organisation’s messages.
Social media provides excellent communication tools, however there are risks in the online world.
This can include cyber bullying, causing offence and exposure to inappropriate content.

2. Think of others

Just think that what one person might find funny is potentially another
person’s insult. Be courteous and respectful of other opinions that people
may hold. We aren’t all robots off a production line!

Social Media Policy/Code of Conduct

Developing a Social Media Policy/Code of Conduct is an important step to being safe on social
media. As members/representatives of a code/club, we are by default ambassadors and therefore
always have an association with this code/club even when online. Accordingly, people may feel that
your opinions are reflective of your organisation even if this is unintended.
So, what does this mean?
This association doesn’t mean that you can’t hold an opinion or express freedom of speech on social
media – even if it is related to the work that your club/code is doing. However, the following code
of conduct (next page over) is helpful to apply to mitigate risk that can impact to your organisation –
please also refer to further resources for an example.
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3. Think of your club/code

To reinforce, people may feel that your opinions are reflective of your club/
code even if this is unintended. This is particularly relevant for RSOs and
clubs with employees. If you do wish to express your opinions of the work
your club/code is doing in any capacity, you are welcome to. However, you
should firstly identify your connection and include a disclaimer along the
lines of “The opinions expressed are my own and not those of club/code.”

Making the most of Social Media

Once you’ve established the best social media approach for your code/club, there are some tips on
how to maximise its effectiveness:

Posting content on social media

Below are a few rules and guides to follow to ensure you create engaging content on a social media
platform. It is important to remember that all content posted requires further monitoring of
comments, reactions or messages:

Keep the conversation flowing

Stimulate the conversations between the code/club and the people important to your club, whether
that’s your members, volunteers, players, supporters, parents or sponsors.

Integrate communication

Social media should complement other communication tools to increase the quantity and quality of
communication.

Raise the profile

Put links to social media in the newsletters, emails and other communications. The more exposure
people have to your social media platforms the better!

Get the message out

Social media is an ideal tool to remind members of social events, cancellations, ground closures and
training: because so many people visit their social media pages so regularly, making it an easy way to
get a message out to a wide audience quickly. It’s also recommended to put this information on your
website as sometimes people are not able to access social media at work.
One piece of advice suggests you spend about 90 per cent of your time providing valuable content
and 10 per cent promoting yourself.

Engage, engage, engage

Update the pages regularly, keep in contact with members and make them aware of events,
achievements and results. It’s also a great preseason tool to raise awareness of registration and fee
payment!

Social media posts

For many social media platforms mobile is the first point of contact with their users. This means that a
post’s word count or character count should be short (140 maximum on Twitter and 5,000 on
Facebook), catchy and engaging bites of information in plain language. Avoid the use of acronyms and
have a conversational tone that is direct and to the point. It should be clear what you are trying to
achieve with the post and how you want the audience to feel or do. Also, consider if it needs to be
communicated in other languages.
Be mindful of how the audience may respond to the post and what comments may follow. If you are
responding to a comment on behalf of your organisation, then it’s helpful to sign off your messages
with your initials.

Images

Imagery is an extremely important tool for us to tell our story. Visually engaging posts are just as
important as what we say. Imagery should be of quality, have context to the overall post and meet
each platforms’ guidelines. Also, make sure you have the correct permissions and rights to the image,
as this may cause the image to be taken down.

Videos

Videos are changing how we use social media and are becoming increasingly important to
communicate our story or message. Videos should be shorter than two minutes – 30 to 90 seconds
is ideal. Ideally videos should be posted directly into the social media platform when possible; if it isn’t
possible then uploading to YouTube first and linking across is the alternative.
Video that is posted should try have captions for accessibility purposes. Using tags that relate to the
video content is a great way for more people to discover your video

Hashtags

Hashtags are a great way to have your post exposed to a greater audience, group multiple post
together or use to support a campaign/message. However, the hashtag that is used should have
context to the post, project and brand.

Tagging

Whenever you are referencing to a partner or another organisation and they have a social media
account on that platform then you should tag them. Any post you have shared, you should accredit
the source when possible.

How to respond to comments or messages

As outlined earlier, whenever responding to comments or messages please sign off with your initials.
It is also important to ensure that you are responding from the page account and not your
professional or personal social media accounts. This is to ensure your privacy is protected as much as
possible.
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Communications & Marketing Plan
Organisation Name
PLANNING INPUT AND
SIGN-OFF (if required)

These should be specific, measurable and achievable.
Examples:
To raise the profile of <club/code> and build an understanding of what we offer the community
To increase/retain memberships by <measure>
To raise funds <amount> for <initiative>

SITUATION ANALYSIS
SWOT

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNTIES

THREATS

STRATEGIES

Key Messages

Refer to message house concept in toolkit

ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Other aspects to
detail such as timings,
budgets,
evaluation/results
noted in schedule
below
Objective

Audience

Target Key Message

Tools/tactics/channels

Timing

Budget

Responsibilty

Evaluation/feedback
mechanisms

Additional notes

Communications & Marketing Calendar*
July

August

September

October

PLANNING
Work through planning
exercise, including setting
objectives and defining
key messages.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
For example, identifying
and engaging key
stakeholders

KEY MESSAGES
For example, developing
and reviewing key
messages

MARKETING ACTIVITY
For example, brochure,
flyer, poster, advertising

MEDIA ACTIVITY
For example, media
release, meeting with
media

SOCIAL MEDIA
For example, regular
posts, competition

REVIEW
Put a regular review
process in place to check
activities and results

* Calendar starts in July to align with initial workshop – can be adjusted as required.

Novemeber

December

January

February

march

april

may

june

looking for further
information?
There is a range of resources available to assist with various aspects of
marketing and communications planning and activities.
As noted, Sport New Zealand has several specific resources on
marketing and communications for clubs. These are avaliable at
www. sportnz.org.nz/managing-sport/search-for-a-resource/
search?c=18

Here to help

Your Regional Sports Trust/Organisations are also here to help – please
don’t hesitate to contact us if you would like to talk through any of this
material and/or assistance for your club and/or code.
More information can be found at the following:
http://www.sportauckland.org.nz/community-sport/community-sport-capability-2
http://www.clmnz.co.nz/counties/clm-club-connect/
http://harboursport.co.nz/communitysport/clubs-and-rsos/
http://www.sportwaitakere.co.nz/Programmes-Resources/Resources/
Clubs-1

